Set 1: Focus on Punctuation

Comma (Unnecessary), Spelling, Comma (Other)

Exercize, in fact, stimulates the release of endorphins, that can make people feel good but many people still prefer being couch potatoes.

Comma (Unnecessary), Using the Right Word, Spelling

In anshunt Incan society, couples were considered married when they took off their shoes, and handed them to each other.

Comma (To Separate Adjectives), Spelling, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Apostrophe, Using the Right Word

Elizabeth Blackwell who was a determined courageous believer in women's rites overcame a lot of obstacles to become the first woman doctor in America.

Comma (Unnecessary), Spelling, Punctuation (Title), Comma (To Separate Adjectives)

Incidently, two of comedian, Charlie Chaplin's, finest funniest movies are City Lights (1931) and The Gold Rush (1925).

Comma (Other), Apostrophe, Spelling, Run-On Sentence

Throughout history, traveling traders and merchants took home new products, such as tea, spices and fabrics as a matter of fact that's one reason civilizations changed.
Set 2: Focus on Punctuation

© Comma (Appositive), Punctuation (Title)


© Colon, Hyphen, Spelling, Comma (Unnecessary), Article, Comma (Other)

Some of the most unusual patents ever granted include the following a parakeet diaper, a baby patting machien and a alarm clock, that squirts the sleeper in the face.

© End Punctuation, Comma (Parenthetical or Contrasted Elements), Apostrophe, Article, Spelling, Using the Right Word

Alaska nicknamed Seward's Folly by those who thought buying it was foolish was purchased from Russia for about two cents an acre What a bargain.

© Spelling, Colon, Hyphen, Comma (Other)

These good tempered dogs are most commonly used as guyde dogs German shepherds golden retrievers and Labrador retrievers.

© Comma (Appositive), Article, Comma (Unnecessary), Punctuation (Title)

Pocahontas a Disney movie is about an Native American princess who saved the life of colonist, John Smith, in the 1600s.
Set 3: Focus on Punctuation

Quotation Marks, Comma (Other), Hyphen, Apostrophe, End Punctuation

When asked if life is worth living, did Charles great grandmother really say Well it depends upon the liver.

Quotation Marks, Comma (Other), Punctuation (Title)

General Colin Powell was quoted in the August 21 1995 issue of U.S. News and World Report as saying “We should sacrifice for one another care about one another never be satisfied when anybody in this group is suffering and we can do something about it”.

Comma (Other), Dash, Numbers

Animals, plants, fungi, protists and monerans these are the 5 groups into which all living things are divided.

Comma (Appositive), Spelling, Capitalization

Bricks, the oldest building material on earth, were probably invented in Egypt home of the pyramids.

Dash, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Hyphen, Apostrophe, Comma (Other)

My sister in law who is a 4-H leader explained, “Head, heart, hands and health these are what the four Hs in 4-H stand for.”
Set 4: Focus on Capitalization and Sentence Fragments

@ Capitalization, Sentence Fragment, Nonstandard Language, Comma (Appositive)

Manhattan island the smallest County in the United States. It is also the most populous. (ain't that something?)

@ Capitalization, Sentence Fragment, Italics (Underlining), Using the Right Word, Spelling

My Uncle learned me that “the t in the expression fit to a tee comes from the T-square.” A tool Carpenters use to make sure measurements are accurate.

@ Capitalization, Sentence Fragment, Comma (Other), Colon

The state of Texas has had the following six National flags flying over it. Spain France Mexico the republic of Texas the confederate states of America and the United States of America.

@ Capitalization, Sentence Fragment, Spelling

One of the interesting tidbits we learned in History class (My favorite subject). Is that jeans are a by-product of the gold rush of 1849.

@ Comma (Parenthetical or Contrasted Elements), Using the Right Word, Comma (Other), Capitalization, Comma (Unnecessary)

George Washington Carver, born a slave during the civil war introduced crop rotation to poor farmers in the rural south, and discovered a lot of uses for peanuts, soybeans and sweet potatoes.
Set 5: Focus on Capitalization and Comma Splices

1. Capitalization, Comma Splice, Parentheses

   In the 1905 Football Season, 18 players were killed, president Theodore Roosevelt established the national collegiate athletic association ncaa to make the game safer.

2. Capitalization, Comma Splice, Spelling, Italics (Underlining)

   The book of genesis, which is honored by jews, muslims, and christians alike, contains a detailed description of Noah's Ark, the battleship Oregon was built to the same measurements.

3. Capitalization, Comma Splice, Using the Right Word, Abbreviation

   South Dakota is the geographical center of the United States, its also the home of mt. rushmore, the mountain that has the likenesses of four U.S. Presidents carved into it.

4. Capitalization, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Quotation Marks, Comma (Other), Spelling

   Whenever aunt Corrie who lives in the western suburbs of Chicago gets asked how to get to lake Michigan, she says drive straight East untill you fall in.

5. Punctuation (Title), Capitalization, Comma Splice, Hyphen

   The song the daring young man on the flying trapeze was written about Jules Léotard, a french trapeze artist, his second claim to fame was the tight fitting garment that was named after him.
Set 6: Focus on Plurals, Numbers, and Abbreviations

**Numbers, Comma (Unnecessary), Comma Splice, Using the Right Word, Abbreviation**

They’re more than 1,000,000 different kinds of insects in the world, they comprise 78% of all creatures, and together weigh twelve times more than the combined weight of all humans.

**Plurals, Numbers, Abbreviation, Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word**

In crisis that involve injuries too muscles and ligaments, remember the acronym Rice the 4 letters stand four rest, ice, compression, and elevation.

**Numbers, Comma (Other), Abbreviation**

$5,000 was the amount the great racing horse Man O' War was sold for in 1918 but he and his three hundred eighty-three descendants earned close to 6,000,000 dollars.

**Plurals, Comma, Using the Right Word**

Under three rooves three attorneys in three studioes made three wishes jumped into three jalousies, stuck there heads out of three windows and decided between themselves where to go for lunch.

**Abbreviation, Comma (Other), Using the Right Word, Spelling**

If you're snoring is a problem get help and information by sending a bizness-sized s.a.s.e. (self-addressed stamped envelope) to the following address: N. York Eye & Ear Infirmary Second Ave. at 14th St. N.Y., N.Y. 10003.
Set 7: Focus on Rambling and Run-On Sentences

2 Rambling Sentence, Using the Right Word

Knuckles crack because when you pull apart the too bones in fingers or toes, a fluid slips into the space and this action causes a low-pressure condition, and bubbles form and then collapse.

2 Run-On Sentence, Numbers, Using the Right Word, Abbreviation

75% of all people have at least one cold a year while 25% have four or more teenagers are fifty % more likely to catch cold than people over fifty are.

2 Run-On Sentence, Comma (Other), Numbers, Apostrophe

An elephants' trunk has forty thousand muscles that can be used for feeding digging bathing locating food or smelling danger the trunk can uproot a tree or pick up a pin.

2 Rambling Sentence, Comma (Other), Numbers

A terrible hurricane hit New England and Long Island, New York, in September 1938 and 600 people were killed and 275,000,000 trees were destroyed and 20,000 miles of electric wires were downed and 26,000 cars were damaged.

2 Numbers, Punctuation (Title), Comma (Unnecessary)

In his book, Les Misérables, French author Victor Hugo wrote a sentence that has eight hundred twenty-three words, ninety-three commas, fifty-one semicolons, and four dashes.
Set 8: Focus on Pronoun Problems

© Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Pronoun (Case), Comma Splice, Using the Right Word

Each student needs their own computer to practice on, it’s a shame that the supply ran out before Mr. Hudgens could assign a computer to Carrie and I.

© Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Spelling, Plurals

In some countries, makeup can identify which tribe or religion people belong to and what rank you have within a group.

© Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Comma (Other), Abbreviation

Mosquitoes are not a problem in cool weather because when the temperature drops below 60° it can’t flap its wings.

© Pronoun (Case), Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence

Armando and me are not you’re classic game geeks him and me just like to keep up with the latest trends in video games.

© Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Using the Right Word, Spelling

Who’s problem is it when a major defence corporation loses their government contract and lays off most of their employees?
Set 9: Focus on Pronoun Problems

@ Indefinite Pronoun Reference, Comma (Other), Run-On Sentence, Spelling

To attract customers merchants occasionly pose live models next to mannequins they can’t talk, smile, twitch or move a muscle.

@ Indefinite Pronoun Reference, Italics (Underlining)

He remembered the word silhouette while cutting a shape from the black paper and began to wonder where it came from.

@ Indefinite Pronoun Reference, Pronoun Usage, Capitalization, Punctuation (Title)

In the book Once upon a time when we were Colored, he describes hisself growing up as an african american in Mississippi during the 1950s.

[The author of this book is Clifton Taulbert.]

@ Indefinite Pronoun Reference, Pronoun (Case), Capitalization

As Sonja and myself loaded new software onto her computer, it made a grinding noise that reminded her and I of when we accidentally tried to run a spoon through Mother’s garbage disposal.

@ Indefinite Pronoun Reference, Spelling, Comma (Other)

As the train rounded the dangerous curve on a specially deigned rail it tipped inward slightly but remained stable.
Set 10: Focus on Verb Problems

 Verb (Tense), Using the Right Word, Comma (Appositive)

Mr. Singh our ancient-history teacher learned us that the new names for Siam, Mesopotamia, and Persia were Thailand, Iraq, and Iran.

Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma Splice, Capitalization, Using the Right Word

Not all people in the World considers black to be the color for mourning, in china and in muslim countries, mourners ware white.

Subject-Verb Agreement, Verb (Tense), Sentence Fragment, Capitalization

Neither my Mother nor my Father have the answer to why tennis balls are fuzzy. Or why golf balls had dimples.

Subject-Verb Agreement, End Punctuation, Comma (Other)

Blue and white is the most popular high school colors but are rock or country the most popular music.

Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Using the Right Word, Plurals, Comma (Other)

When a person shivers, they increase the muscular activity in there bodys and that helps them warm up.
Set 11: Focus on Verb Problems

Verb Tense, Comma Splice, Using the Right Word

In 1869, the Navajo population is less then 10,000, in the 2000 census, the population was nearly 300,000.

Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Other), Sentence Fragment, Numbers

2/3 of all adult Americans wears corrective lenses. Because of nearsightedness farsightedness or astigmatism.

Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization

One of the most daring performers of all time were a French performer named Blondin, who crossed niagara falls on a tightrope.

Verb Tense, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Capitalization

The mother language of queen Victoria who sits on the throne of England for 64 years is German.

Using the Right Word, Rambling Sentence, Shift in Construction, Subject-Verb Agreement

The longest mountain range on earth lays under the ocean and is called the Dolphin Rise and it extend from the Arctic to the Antarctic with peaks so high they sometimes rose above the ocean's surface.
Set 12: Focus on Adjective and Adverb Form

@ Using the Right Word, Adjective Form
The black widow spider is more harmfuler to humans then any other spider is.

@ Misplaced Modifier, Adjective Form
Sawdust produces ice that is more stronger and safer than normal ice sprinkled on top of a pond as it freezes.

@ Using the Right Word, Spelling, Adjective Form
Microwave ovens may be popularer with college students then with their parents.

@ Misplaced Modifier, Using the Right Word, Capitalization
Tourists see many sites walking through times square in New York City.

@ Using the Right Word, Comma (Other), Adverb Form
Anyways my friend, if your a male, your 70 times more likelier to be color-blind than a female is.
Set 13: Focus on Dangling Modifiers and Double Negatives

Dangling Modifier, Using the Right Word

When looking far into outer space, distant stars are viewed threw both time and space.

Double Negative, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization

Sharks doesn’t never get Cancer despite its famous appetite for everything including the kitchen sink.

Dangling Modifier, Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement

Studying American History, Custer and his men was defeated at little big horn by the sioux under the leadership of chief sitting bull.

Double Negative, Capitalization, Using the Right Word

Even if people no every martial art, they don’t have no superpowers; they still need to use Common Sense to avoid dangerous situations.

Using the Right Word, Abbreviation, Comma (Other), Comma Splice

Would you lease a plot of land for 10 million years? Their is a lease for a plot of land next to Columb Barracks in Mullingar Ireland, which was signed on Dec. 3 1868 for 10 million years, a sewage tank has been placed on the plot of land.
Set 14: Focus on Using the Right Word

@ Using the Right Word, Rambling Sentence, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

The hummingbird is the only bird that may fly backward and they may stay in one spot by beating there wings very fast and may also fly sideways or take off straight upward.

@ Using the Right Word, Punctuation (Title), Sentence Fragment

Rachel Carson, who’s book Silent Spring helped expose the harmful affects of pesticides in our “throwaway society.” She is highly regarded between environmentalists.

@ Using the Right Word, Comma (Other)

Is it alright to except donations from everyone except family members or do we need to await farther instructions?

@ Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Plurals, Adjective Form

Perhaps the most fussy eater in the world is the beloved koala bear of Australia, whom won't eat nothing accept eucalyptus leaves.

@ Using the Right Word, Punctuation (Title), Spelling

Who did the writers at Musician magazine interview for they're book on rock musicians, and what lead them to those specific performers?
Set 15: Focus on Using the Right Word

- Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Sentence Fragment

  The blue whale who is the largest creature on Earth has a 1,200-pound heart. And blood vessels so large that a small child could crawl threw them.

- Using the Right Word, Double Negative, Run-On Sentence, Capitalization

  Costa Rica, one of the few countries in the world that doesn’t have no army, educates it’s population good the central American country has a 96 percent literacy rate.

- Using the Right Word, Adverb Form, Capitalization, Nonstandard Language, Comma Splice

  Would you borrow me your notes from that Social Studies lecture about the bill of rights, I should of listened more careful.

- Using the Right Word, Comma (Other), Hyphen

  Are we already for a high tech future or is it already hear?

- Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence, Spelling

  To enjoy good health, you should try to maintain a positive mental additude tell yourself, when a bad thing happens, that this, two, shall pass.
Set 16: Mixed Review

1. Run-On Sentence, Abbreviation, Capitalization, Spelling, Comma (Other)

   The average American generates 1000 lbs of recyclable garbage each year. How much of this is actually recycled?

2. Abbreviation, Using the Right Word, Spelling, Shift in Construction

   Paint accounts for about 60% of the hazardous waste that came from homes.

3. Hyphen, Using the Right Word, Plurals

   By the year 2000, more than half of the kids in the United States had spent part of their lives in single-parent homes.

4. Parentheses, Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence, Spelling

   Oceans are as much as 90 percent barren completely without life. They're like wet desserts.

5. Sentence Fragment, Capitalization, Adjective Form, Verb (Irregular)

   We found out in astronomy 101. That the planet earth is the heaviest of all the planets in our solar system.
Set 17: Mixed Review

- **Capitalization, Comma Splice, Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling**

  Laff, and the World laff with you, weep, and you weep alone.

- **Adjective Form, Capitalization, Spelling, Parentheses, Apostrophe**

  Timbuktu Im sure youve heard of it is a really city in the african contrie of Mali.

- **Verb (Irregular), Punctuation (Title), Capitalization**

  The Raven is the title of a Poem writed by the american author Edgar Allan Poe.

- **Using the Right Word, Spelling, Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement**

  Adult male tigers way about four hundred twenty pounds and is aproximatiy 10 feet long.

- **Punctuation (Title), Verb (Irregular), Sentence Fragment**

  Quasimodo is the central character in The Hunchback of Notre Dame. A novel wrote by Victor Hugo.
Set 18: Mixed Review

Comma (To Separate Adjectives), Spelling, Using the Right Word, Capitalization

The blues is a kind of sad slow music that developed between African Americans in the southern United States.

Sentence Fragment, Capitalization, Spelling, Hyphen, Comma (Other)

Cathedrals are large, impressive Christian churches. With high arches domed ceilings and stained glass windows.

Italics (Underlining), Verb (Irregular), Spelling

The use of the term cool to mean something excellent grew in the 1960s.

Comma (Other), Numbers, Abbreviation

At the turn of the twenty-first century more than fifty % of women ages 25 to 54 were working outside the home.

Shift in Construction, Using the Right Word, Capitalization, Sentence Fragment

Johnny appleseed was the nickname of an American pioneer and folk hero. Who's real name is John Chapman.
Set 19: Mixed Review

Numbers, Comma (Appositive), Capitalization, Spelling

Some scientists believe that our home galaxy the milky way is about 12,000,000,000 years old.

Abbreviation, Verb (Tense), Capitalization

The Civil War came to an end in 1865 when Robert E Lee surrenders to Ulysses S Grant at appomattox Court House in Virginia.

Sentence Fragment, Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Pronoun Usage, Article

Tara and myself learned that a mirage is a optical allusion. Occurs in the desert, in the arctic, and sometimes above hot pavement.

Verb (Irregular), Quotation Marks, Capitalization

Abraham Lincoln begun the gettysburg address by saying, fourscore and seven years ago, . . .

Numbers, Adverb Form, Using the Right Word

Fluorescent lightbulbs last thirteen times more long than regular incandescent bulbs.
Set 20: Mixed Review

2. **Comma Splice, Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Hyphen**

Taiwan is a mountainous island that lays 90 miles off the coast of china in the south china sea, it is one of the high tech capitol of the world.

2. **Capitalization, Comma (Other), Using the Right Word, Comma (Unnecessary), Comma Splice**

The Talmud is a collection of jewish laws, and scholarly interpretations of they're meanings, it includes the books of genesis, exodus, leviticus, numbers and deuteronomy.

2. **Sentence Fragment, Comma (Other), Spelling, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement**

Some tarantulas live more than 20 years grow large enough to eat small birds. And inject enuf poison into a victim to kill them.

2. **Using the Right Word, Comma (Other), Verb (Tense), Numbers**

Wild tea plants may grow as high as 30 feet but commercial tea plants were pruned to stay about three feet tall.

2. **Numbers, Comma (Other), Verb (Irregular)**

3,000,000 Americans fought in the Civil War and 600,000 died in it.
Set 21: Mixed Review

Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization, Using the Right Word, Spelling

Abraham Lincoln were the first prominent leader in American History to favor giving women the rite too vote.

Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement

John F. Kennedy was notorious for asking people to borrow him money he were always forgetting to bring cash with him to pay for restaurant checks and cab fares.

Using the Right Word, Abbreviation, Apostrophe

It's a rule that know living persons picture can appear on U.S. currency.

Comma (Other), Capitalization, Using the Right Word

There are still a few regions on earth that have never been fully explored by people among them the amazonian and african jungles.

Comma (Other), Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling, Using the Right Word

Believe it or not there is land crabs in Cuba that have the ability to run faster than horses.
Set 22: Mixed Review

@ Comma (Other), Colon, Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization

Chariot races gladiator fights mock sea battles all these was popular events in the famous Colosseum of Ancient Rome.

@ Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Nonstandard Language

Our solar system complete with the sun and planets are traveling across the Milky Way at about 180 miles per second.

@ Capitalization, Dangling Modifier

At the age of 26, while working in a swiss patent office as a clerk, the Theory of Relativity was developed by Albert Einstein.

@ Apostrophe, Subject-Verb Agreement, Deadwood/Wordiness, Capitalization

The fresh water frozen in earth's frozen glaciers are hypothesized or estimated to be equal to about 60 years rainfall over the whole, entire planet.

@ Comma (Appositive), Italics (Underlining), Capitalization, Comma (Unnecessary)

In the hispanic culture, some people consider Tuesday an unlucky day, perhaps because, the Spanish word for Tuesday—martes—comes from Mars the Roman god of war.

Note: Days of the week are not capitalized in Spanish.
Set 23: Mixed Review

Comma (Appositive), Subject-Verb Agreement, Article

Chan Thomas, an eminent geologist, estimates that there has been 300 world floods and that there will be 300 more.

Capitalization, Apostrophe, Abbreviation

South American Water Hogs can weigh up to 50 lbs; they are the world's largest rodents.

Double Negative, Using the Right Word, Sentence Fragment

Hetty Green was not only a shrewd and successful businessperson but also an eccentric tightwad whom once withheld medical treatment from her son. Because she didn't want to pay no hospital bill.

Comma (To Separate Adjectives), Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement

Gila monsters are large poisonous lizards whose tails hold substantial reserve food supplies that it can live off for months.

Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word, Comma (Other), Spelling

Hitler had two Mercedes Benz cars specially equipped for his personnel use; they were fitted with bulletproof glass and 2000 pounds of armor plate.
Set 24: Mixed Review

Subject-Verb Agreement, Using the Right Word, Abbreviation, Apostrophe

Fewer than 20 percent of an avg. adult males weight come from his bones.

Using the Right Word, Run-On Sentence, Comma (Other), Fair Language, Article

A baby is likely to have 300 bones at berth but she will have only 206 bones as a adult as humans grow, their bones fuse.

Punctuation (Title), Using the Right Word, Comma (Other)

The famous "running of the bulls" in Pamplona Spain was popularized buy Ernest Hemingway in his novel Fiesta.

Run-On Sentence, Comma (Other), Using the Right Word, Hyphen

In 1894, the first major auto race was held on a coarse between Paris and Rouen France a steam driven car with a top speed of 11 miles per hour won the race.

Numbers, Spelling, Comma (Unnecessary)

In February, 1927, Babe Ruth hit one hundred twenty-five home runs in one hour, before an exhibition game in Los Angeles.
Set 25: Mixed Review

Capitalization, Comma (Appositive), Article, Plurals

Brigham Young a early leader of the mormons had 27 wifes, 16 of whom bore him children.

Comma Splice, Using the Right Word, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Spelling

Barracudas are terrific swimers, it can attain swimming speeds faster then 60 miles per hour.

Comma (Other), Capitalization, Subject-Verb Agreement, Hyphen

Leonardo da Vinci Jack the ripper and president Harry Truman was all left handed.

Capitalization, Comma (Other), Comma Splice, Plurals

Jerusalem is one of the oldest citys in the world but the City of Gaziantep turkey is the oldest city in the World, it was founded around 3650 b.c.e.

Italics (Underlining), Spelling, Comma (Parenthetical or Contrasted Elements)

The term ophiophobia refers to an exesive or some people would say irrational fear of snakes.
Set 26: Mixed Review

Comma (Other), Numbers, Spelling, Colon, Hyphen, Article

“Diamond Jim” Brady, a American businessman, once ate the following for dinner 6 lobsters 2 ducks 30 oysters a sirloin steak vegetables 2 quarts of orange juice several pastries and a 2 pound box of candy.

Verb (Tense), Capitalization, Comma (Other), Using the Right Word

Nellie Bly was a famous Investigative Reporter whom exposes american slums sweatshops jails and insane asylums in the late 1800s.

Sentence Fragment, Using the Right Word, Comma (Appositive)

A very popular desert in the Hispanic world flan a baked custard with caramel topping.

Capitalization, Comma (Other)

Mexico is bordered by the pacific ocean and the gulf of california on the South and West and it is bordered by the gulf of mexico and the caribbean sea on the East.

Hyphen, Comma (Unnecessary), Adverb Form, Using the Right Word

Venus appears extreme bright in the sky, because it’s 20 mile thick cloud cover reflects three fourths of the light, that strikes it.
Set 27: Mixed Review

@ Subject-Verb Agreement, Apostrophe, Double Negative, Capitalization

I didn't never know that Jupiters mass are 2.5 times the combined mass of the rest of the planets in the Solar System.

@ Abbreviation, Numbers, Capitalization, Verb (Tense), Comma (Appositive)

The first man in space yuri gagarin made a single orbit of the planet earth and reaches an altitude of one hundred eighty-eighty mi.

@ Comma (Other), Numbers, Using the Right Word, Abbreviation

People think the amount of emigrants arriving in the U.S. is large today but between 1880 and 1920, 23,000,000 emigrants came into this country.

@ Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Run-On Sentence

Gazelles are adopted to dry climates it needs no water since they get all the moisture they need from solid food.

@ Run-on Sentence, Using the Right Word, Comma (Other), Numbers

Brown rats double their population every one hundred years humans on the other hand now double there population every 47 years or less.
Set 28: Mixed Review

@ Using the Right Word, Adjective Form, Spelling

Drinking ocean water may quickly make you feel badly because the additional salt throws off the delicate balance of salt and water in your body.

@ Pronoun-Antecedent Agreement, Comma Splice, Plurals, Using the Right Word, Numbers, Subject-Verb Agreement

Mayflies live only 6 hours, it lays eggs that take 3 years to hatch.

@ Article, Comma (Other), Subject-Verb Agreement, Spelling, Using the Right Word

A orchestra is typically made up of string percussion woodwind and brass sections and are led by a conductor.

@ Sentence Fragment, Comma (Appositive), Subject-Verb Agreement, Capitalization

Piranha fish found in the waters of Eastern and Central South America swims and attacks. In schools of up to 1,000.

@ Comma (Other), Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause)

The town of Rugby North Dakota which lays about 45 miles from the Canadian border is the geographical center of North America.
Set 29: Mixed Review

1. Apostrophe, Shift in Construction, Hyphen, Italicics (Underlining), Capitalization, Commas

   Bonnies and Clydes last car was a tan colored 1934 V-8 deluxe that the manufacturer calls Desert Sand.

2. Capitalization, Spelling, Article, Verb (Tense), Verb (Irregular)

   The north american indian languages were unwrote until 1821, when a cherokee named sequoyah develops a 80-character alphabet for his native language.

3. Sentence Fragment, Using the Right Word, Pronoun Usage

   While he was in prison. Malcolm X enlarged his vocabulary and learned hisself many things by copying the dictionary, page by page.

4. Capitalization, Hyphen, Comma (Appositive)

   In 1875, captain Matthew Webb a 27 year old master of an english ship became the first person to swim the English channel.

5. Run-On Sentence, Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement

   Spiders and ladybugs both eat other pesky bugs the former eats mosquitoes, while the later eats aphids.
Set 30: Mixed Review

Comma (Other), Colon, Capitalization

The following nine Presidents never went to college: Washington, Jackson, Van Buren, Taylor, Fillmore, Lincoln, Johnson (Andrew), Cleveland, and Truman.

Comma Splice, Using the Right Word, Comma (Nonrestrictive Phrase or Clause), Plurals, Capitalization

Trees whose existence we often take for granted are disappearing from American cities; their loss should not be tolerated by citizens who care about clean air.

Using the Right Word, Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma (Other)

Automobile drivers on highways and country roads kill more animals than hunters do, but drivers use roads every day while hunters kill animals only during a designated time period.

Comma (Other), Italics (Underlining), Comma (Appositive)

In the moviemaking business two important people are the grip—the person in charge of the props—and the gaffer—the chief electrician.

Subject-Verb Agreement, Comma Splice, Apostrophe

The rhinoceros and the yellow tickbird is a perfect example of symbiosis, the tickbird gets its meals (and does the rhino a favor) by picking out and eating nasty parasites from the rhinoceros skin.